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PRS
PERFORMING

RIGHTS SOCIETY
collects money when live or 

recorded music is played in 

PUBLIC SPACES

MCPS
MECHANICAL COPYRIGHT 

PROTECTION SOCIETY
collects money when music is REPRODUCED

physically or ACCESSED digitally
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MUSICIAN’S 
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represents MUSICIANS and 

workers in the music industry
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represents PERFORMERS 
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BROADCASTING ENTERTAINMENT 
CINEMATOGRAPH & THEATRE UNION

represents those in MEDIA, BROADCASING and ENTERTAINMENT
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TRADE BODIES

MUSIC 
PRODUCERS 

GUILD
represents those in MUSIC 

PRODUCTION (i.e. studio)

ASSOCIATION OF 
PROFESSIONAL 

RECORDING SERVICES
represents those in the AUDIO INDUSTRY

PROFESSIONAL LIGHTING AND 
SOUND ASSOCIATION

represents those who provide services at ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS
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DJ

are independent organisation that represents
their members and protects their RIGHTS

provides a service on BEHALF
of an artist

are organisations founded and funded by businesses 
with SIMILAR INTERESTS to promote 

collaboration, provide training and advertise their trade
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